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ABSTRACT

The test E11.2 “Hydrogen distribution in loop flow geometry”, which was performed in
the Heissdampf Reaktor containment test facility in Germany, was simulated with the
CONTAIN computer code. The predicted pressure history and thermal stratification are in
relatively good agreement with the measurements. The compositional stratification within the
containment was qualitatively well predicted, although the degree of the stratification in the
dome area was slightly underestimated. The analysis of simulation results enabled a better
understanding of the physical phenomena during the test.

1 INTRODUCTION

During a severe accident in a nuclear power plant, the atmosphere in the containment
would stratify as hydrogen, which would be generated during the accident, would accumulate
in the higher containment regions due to its lower density. Local hydrogen concentrations
could thus exceed flammability limits. Hydrogen burning could threaten the containment
integrity due to thermal and mechanical loads, which could result in release of radioactive
material to the environment.

Numerous experiments on hydrogen distribution and burning have been performed to
increase the knowledge about hydrogen behavior in a containment during a severe accident,
as well as to develop adequate mitigating procedures. One of the most known experiments on
hydrogen distribution is the test E11.2 "Hydrogen distribution in loop flow geometry", which
was performed on the Heissdampf Reaktor (HDR) integral experimental facility in Germany
and was later chosen to serve as the basis for the OECD International Standard Problem ISP-
29. Circulation in a containment atmosphere was already simulated with the CONTAIN code
in previous works ([1], [2] and [3]).

In the present work, the simulation of the HDR test E11.2 with the CONTAIN 2.0
computer code ([4] and [5]) is presented. A 72-cell input model was developed, which
includes all data about the experimental facility, as well as the test initial and boundary
conditions. Simulation results, such as pressure, gas temperature and concentration of
hydrogen in different cells were compared to experimental results. A good agreement of
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pressure and atmosphere stratification was achieved. The analysis of simulation results
enabled a better understanding of the physical phenomena during the test.

2 INPUT MODEL OF TEST E11.2 FOR CONTAIN CODE

2.1 Containment Nodalization

The HDR containment (Figure 1) is enclosed by a cylindrical steel shell with an overall
height of 60 m and a diameter of 20 m. The steel shell is separated from a secondary concrete
shell by an annular gap. The containment is characterized by a relatively large dome space,
which constitutes 5000 m3 of the 11000 m3 total free space inside the containment, and highly
compartmentalized rooms.

The geometry and nodalization of the containment input model for the CONTAIN code
is based on [6]. As CONTAIN is a lumped-parameter code and therefore considers the
atmosphere in each control volume (cell) as being well-mixed, the HDR dome compartment
was subdivided into 6 cells (two cells in 3 levels) to study hydrogen stratification. The input
model consists of 72 cells. The model is described in detail in [1].

Figure 1: HDR facility with source locations for test E11.2 (from [6]).

2.2 Gas and Liquid Flow Modeling

Two-hundred and sixty-three (263) so-called “engineering vents” (EV) connecting
different cells are modeled to simulate the flow of gas. The calculation of the mass flow rate
between two connected cells is based on the following momentum equation:
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where W is the mass flow rate, t is the time, ∆P is the pressure difference between
connected cells, CFC is the flow-loss coefficient, ρ is the fluid density, A is the EV cross-
sectional area and L is the EV inertial length. The A/L ratio is specified as the "vavl"
parameter in the CONTAIN code and has a strong influence on the results of atmosphere
stratification simulation. The flow-loss coefficient CFC was set equal to 1.0 for all EV [7]. A
reasonably good prediction of atmosphere stratification was obtained with the value of all
vavl parameters set to 0.15 m.

The flow of liquid is simulated using 1 cm high pools of liquid at the bottom of the cells
and specifying the overflowing liquid destination cell. A similar liquid flow modeling was
proposed in [7].

2.3 Heat Structures

All heat structures specified in [6] were taken into account.

2.4 Initial and Boundary Conditions

Initial conditions such as temperature, pressure and atmosphere composition in cells are
modeled as specified in [6]. Boundary conditions are specified according to the experimental
procedure of test E11.2 (Figure 2). The injected gas mixture consisted of hydrogen (15 vol.
%) and helium (85 vol. %). The instrument cooling system extracted from 10 to 15 % of the
total energy transferred by the steam to the containment and is therefore very important.
Unfortunately, the cooling power distribution was not measured in test E11.2 and only the
total heat extraction was provided [6]. Since the heat extraction was likely to be dominated by
steam condensation on cooling lines, the cooling power distribution was assumed to be
proportional to the number of the cooled gas samplers found in each cell and to the steam
partial pressure in the cell. Therefore, a steam-pressure-dependent distribution is used, defined
by an equation from [5]:

,
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where fn is the fraction of the total cooling power allocated to each cell n, pv,n is the
steam partial pressure in the cell and wn is the weight factor for the cell defined as the ratio of
the number of gas samplers in the cell to the number of all gas samplers in the containment.
To calculate the power extracted from each cell, the fraction fn was multiplied with an overall
heat extraction from the containment (Figure 3). As such a steam-pressure-dependent
function cannot be defined in CONTAIN, an iteration was used to obtain the steam
concentration from a simulation without the instrument cooling.
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Figure 2: Experimental procedure for test E11.2 (from [6]).
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Figure 3: Overall instrument cooling power (based on [6]).
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Containment Pressure

The containment pressure predicted using CONTAIN is compared with the
experimental data (Figure 4). During the preheat steam injection period (0 – 41400 s), the
calculated pressure rose faster and reached the peak pressure of 2.26.105 Pa, compared to
2.03.105 Pa observed in the experiment. On the other hand, the calculated pressure fell more
rapidly during the gas and the second steam injection periods (44400 – 46300 s and 46400 –
57500 s). The pressure drop during the external spray period (58500 – 71400 s) was
calculated correctly. Thus, the calculated final pressure value was slightly underpredicted.

3.2 Gas Temperature

The hot steam injected into the containment, which was initially filled with air, caused
heating of the containment above the injection elevation, as the light steam rose to the upper
parts (Figure 5 to Figure 8). The thermal stratification lasted for several hours until it was
disturbed by a secondary steam injection at a lower elevation. In general, the agreement
between the calculation and the experiment is good. In the upper parts of the containment, gas
temperatures during the initial heating period were slightly overpredicted and the temperature
drop after the first steam injection phase was also overpredicted. The most notable
discrepancy can be found in the compartments one level below the upper injection place. The
lower-staircase gas temperature agreement is very good.

3.3 Gas Concentration

A hydrogen/helium mixture (“light gas”) was injected into the containment instead of
pure hydrogen to avoid possible hydrogen burning. As shown in the figures (Figure 9 to
Figure 12), the injected light gas stayed in the upper part of the containment. During the
second injection of the steam into the lower part of the containment, the air rich gas from the
lower part of the containment was brought up into the dome region. Nevertheless, the upper
dome region remained rich in light gas. Just before the external spray period, the upper dome
was rich in steam and in light gas, whereas the lower dome region was filled with steam, light
gas and air which rose from below. During the spray period, condensation of steam occurred
in the upper dome region on the steel shell. Condensed water vapor was replaced by an air
rich mixture from below. The gas temperature in the upper dome region decreased at the same
time, making the atmosphere more dense. Gradually, the upper dome atmosphere became
heavier than the lower dome gas, creating an unstable configuration, and resulting in a
turnover of the gas at about 65000 s (Figure 9). The gas mixing eventually reached the lower
parts of the containment (Figure 12).

The simulation agrees well with the experiment. The hydrogen stratification is
qualitatively well simulated, although the concentration of hydrogen in the upper containment
is underpredicted (Figure 9). Also, a terminal hydrogen concentration in the dome is
simulated correctly. In the lower parts of the staircase, a hydrogen concentration increase is
simulated, although occuring somewhat late and with a steeper gradient (Figure 12).
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Figure 4: Calculated and measured pressure in the containment.

Figure 5: Gas temperatures in the dome
(solid lines: measurement, dotted lines: calculation).
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Figure 6: Gas temperatures in the upper part of the staircase
(solid lines: measurement, dotted lines: calculation).

Figure 7: Gas temperatures in the middle part of the staircase
(solid lines: measurement, dotted lines: calculation).
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Figure 8: Gas temperatures in the lower part of the staircase
(solid lines: measurement, dotted lines: calculation).

Figure 9: Hydrogen concentrations in the dome
(solid lines: measurement, dotted lines: calculation).
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Figure 10: Hydrogen concentrations in the upper part of the staircase
(solid lines: measurement, dotted lines: calculation).

Figure 11: Hydrogen concentrations in the middle part of the staircase
(solid lines: measurement, dotted lines: calculation).
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Figure 12: Hydrogen concentrations in the lower part of the staircase
(solid lines: measurement, dotted lines: calculation).

4 CONCLUSIONS

In general, the simulation of the HDR test E11.2 “Hydrogen distribution in loop flow
geometry” with the CONTAIN code agrees well with the experiment. The pressure peak was
overpredicted for about 0.23 bar. The thermal and hydrogen stratifications were qualitatively
well predicted.

Gas temperatures in the upper parts of the containment were overpredicted before the
gas injection and underpredicted after the injection. The maximum hydrogen concentration in
the dome was underpredicted for about 0.4 vol %.

The gas turnover was well simulated and the terminal gas concentration in the dome
was also well predicted.
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